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Governance Concepts at Community Bible Church 
 

 
Introduction- Community Bible Church (CBC) is an elder-led church as designated in the CBC Bylaws. Specifics 
of that leadership consistent with bylaw directives are left for the CBC Elder Board to define. This document 
outlines the leadership ways of working, referred to as “governance,” defined and enacted by the CBC Elder 
Board with directives for the CBC Elder Team.  
 
Disclaimer- This document reviews governance practices only and does not address spiritual leadership 
aspects expected of each CBC elder and CBC staff member, each of whom first serves the holy and triune God 
revealed in our Heavenly Father, His Son Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit. The Bible, recognized by CBC 
leadership as the “Word of God,” is always our first and foremost resource text.   
 
Footnote- Much of the governance practice described here is adapted from the books Boards that Make a 
Difference and Reinventing your Board, by Miriam and John Carver, two books dealing with board 
management for non-profit organizations. Since “Carver Model” terminology used for general non-profits is 
not directly applicable in a church setting, I will use terms specifically applicable to CBC to avoid potential 
misapplication of roles. This will be clear to those who have read Carver’s texts.   
 
Purpose- The primary elder leadership concept here focuses on role definitions, expectations, and limitations 
for members of the CBC Elder Team and CBC Elder Board. Resulting ways of working are designed to provide a 
structured organization that yields seamless interaction among elders, staff, and even congregants within 
boundaries that prevent redundancy, overreach, and gaps.  When everyone understands how the “game” is 
played, leaders can lead, followers can follow, and interactivity yields efficient results that God can bless.   
 
The Players- The following specific position definitions are noted: 
 

• Elder Team- The Elder Team, defined in the bylaws, consists of each elder and ministry staff member.  
If you are an elder by election or by position as a male ministering staff member, you are on the Elder 
Team.  There are no Elder Team officers, but each non-ministering staff elder is assigned an elder of 
oversight position that reports to a ministering staff member. More on Elder Team roles later.   
 

• Elder Board- The Elder Board as described in the bylaws is the seven-member subset of the CBC Elder 
Team. The Elder Board is made up of six non-staff elders plus the senior pastor. Offices are the 
chairman, vice chairman, and secretary. The remaining members are at-large members. The Elder 
Board officially leads the church and votes on church policy and has exclusive legal authority to lead 
the church. A further subset of the Elder Board is the CBC Executive Team, consisting of the chairman, 
vice chairman, and senior pastor. Another associate pastor of the senior pastor’s choice also attends 
Executive Team meetings.  The Executive Team primarily focuses on agenda setting for the Elder 
Board.   

 

• CBC Treasurer- The CBC Treasurer, as described in the bylaws, is not necessarily an elder but serves 
under the Elder Board’s direction.   

 
  



Governance- 
 
Policy- The Elder Board leads the church by voting to enact policies referred to as ends and means.  
 

• Ends- Ends are sometime referred to as “vision” and look at where the church currently is versus 
where leadership wants it to be both now and in the future. Ends might also be described as outcomes 
that represent what CBC is for, not what it does. How will the fact that CBC exists as an entity impact 
the world? How will it impact, who will it impact, and at what cost or value? Ends currently in place are 
best described by the “Vision V” which should be understood by each elder. A key role of the senior 
pastor is to lead his staff in pursuit of the defined ends. Each of us should also be pursuing CBC ends as 
we are individually equipped.    
 

• Means- Means are defined as any policy that is not an end. They take the form of “executive” 
limitations, Elder Board governance procedures, and formal interactions between the senior pastor 
and the Elder Board. It is the Elder Board’s responsibility to define the means as restrictions to activity. 
Executive limitations are primarily created for the senior pastor and are restrictions to activities 
deemed beyond his staff leadership scope and, as such, would be controlled by the Elder Board. Said 
another way, the senior pastor leads his staff in pursuit of the ends with authority to act except where 
executive limitations restrict his authority and actions. The Elder Board can put executive limitations 
upon itself as well, primarily on how it conducts its governance and where it sets its own authority 
limits.   
 

• Direction- It is critical to understand that only the senior pastor may direct the ministering staff. No 
member of the Elder Board or Elder Team may direct the CBC staff either individually or as a group.  
Elders are expected to advise, consult, and counsel but may not direct. Elders have no authority over 
staff members, including within their role as elders of oversight.  The “one voice” Elder Board policies 
issued by the entire Elder Board as executive limitations allow the senior pastor to lead his staff fully 
and with creativity as long as he remains within the boundaries set by the Elder Board. The senior 
pastor’s reasonable interpretation of limitations is expected. In the event that the Elder Board feels the 
senior pastor has acted beyond its desired limits, they can clarify intent by rewriting existing limitations 
or issuing additional ones.  Simply put, the Elder Board must speak “as one voice” through policy to the 
senior pastor, and neither the Elder Board nor team may direct staff activities.  

 

• Practicality- Common sense should prevail when it comes to governance. The concept described above 
is not intended to lessen nor make awkward interaction among elders, staff, or congregants. We are all 
committed to serving Jesus by working together. The relatively simple guidelines above should help us 
do just that. We as elders must actively interact throughout CBC to be effective in our God-given elder 
responsibilities. This includes sharing ideas and concerns among the Elder Team and to the Elder Board 
without hesitation. Input to the Elder Board may come from many sources but is expected from the 
other elders and ministering staff on the Elder Team in response to board minutes, team discussion, 
information gathered from elder oversight roles and general congregant interaction. We also help “get 
the message out” to the congregation. One final thought. Though we have adapted structure from the 
Carver texts, the only text we commit to follow “by the book” is the Bible.     


